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D-Beschlag: Furniture supplier with double the expertise
Decorative fittings and lighting solutions for the furniture and interior design industry

With approximately 125 employees, D-Beschlag develops, manufactures and distributes decorative
fittings and lighting solutions along with their control systems for the furniture and interior design
industry. The company, established in 1992 in Luckenwalde, close to Berlin, Germany, has established
itself as the European market leader for bar handles and aluminium profile handles. A major capability
of D-Beschlag is the ability to produce handle solutions of any length, even in small quantities and to
very short lead times. The „D“ in the company name is for „Qualität aus Deutschland“ – Quality from
Germany.

At the SICAM from October 10 to 13 2017 in Pordenone, Italy, the company wants to build on the success of
the previous year. At Stand A34 in Hall 9, the focus will be centred on its length-independent handles of
aluminium and a material combination of aluminium and die-cast zinc. The bar handles, based on a modular
principle, provide customers in the kitchen industry as well as bathroom and furniture manufacturers with a
multitude of possibilities for individualising furniture and reacting flexibly to trends. Various processed handle
profiles and six different handle sockets create a pool for completely individual kitchen designs.

D-Beschlag will be presenting its latest innovation at the trade fair in Pordenone; handles made of solid HPL
(High Pressure Laminate) which, thanks to the special visual and haptic material qualities, guarantee surprising
wow effects.

D-Beschlag will also be showcasing bar handles that are hollow throughout. These tubular handles are
surprising with their considerably reduced weight, which, in particular in the wall unit area, will relieve the strain
on the fitting technology. Their special construction principle ensures that in comparison with solid materials,
they do not lose out on stability.

The mottos ‚industrial design‘ and ‚vintage‘ are driving the current surface finish trend. Because aluminium can
be finished in many different ways, the bar handles as well as the aluminium handle ledges from D-Beschlag
cater to any colour and surface trend. A bronze colour tone, a matt grey effect and a brushed black finish have
already enjoyed great popularity at the Interzum.

For D-Leuchten, a division of D-Beschlag GmbH, the 20-metre long low-voltage (24 V DC) strip lights that can
be reduced in length in five centimetre increments have become a highlight, in particular amongst shop-fitting
and interior designers. D-Beschlag has secured the sales rights in Europe. In addition, D-Leuchten will be
showcasing new and further developments within its „D-Puc“ built-in lights range. The „D-Puc Star“, the „D-Puc
II“ and the „D-Puc Saturn“ are winners with improved illumination, a greater wattage and new finishes.

Caption 1: The bar handles, based on a modular principle, provide a multitude of
possibilities for individualising furniture and reacting flexibly to trends. Photo: D-
Beschlag

Caption 2: D-Beschlag will be showcasing bar handles that are hollow
throughout. These tubular handles are surprising with their considerably reduced
weight, which, in particular in the wall unit area, will relieve the strain on the
fitting technology. Photo: D-Beschlag
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Caption 3: D-Beschlag will be presenting its latest innovation at the trade fair in
Pordenone; handles made of solid HPL (High Pressure Laminate) which, thanks
to the special visual and haptic material qualities, guarantee surprising wow
effects. Photo: D-Beschlag

Caption 4: The mottos 'industrial design' and 'vintage' are driving the current
surface finish trend. Because aluminium can be finished in many different ways,
the aluminium handle ledges from D-Beschlag cater to any colour and surface
trend. Photo: D-Beschlag

Caption 5: For D-Leuchten, the 20-metre long low-voltage (24 V DC) strip lights
that can be reduced in length in five centimetre increments have become a
highlight. Photo: D-Beschlag

Caption 6: Its flush-fitting lens and homogeneous light give the "D-Puc Star",
from the D-Leuchten built-in lights range, an understated and purist look. Photo:
D-Beschlag


